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Abstract— The „Modi‟ script originated as a cursive variant of the script during the 17th century CE and used to write the 

Marathi language spoken in the Indian state of Maharashtra. Modi script evolved over time and found in many styles of 

writing. There is no standardization for writing characters and numerals of „Modi‟ script but largely written without lifting the 

pen. The cursive nature of the script and lack of standardization in writing style pose challenges in digital recognition of 

documents written using Modi script including historical ones. Being largely medieval era script, modern document 

recognition systems lack support for recognizing handwritten texts using „Modi‟ script.  In this paper, we have described the 

framework of digital recognition of characters of handwritten „Modi‟ script using empirically determined heuristics for 

determining the contribution of features from hybrid feature space for recognition of the „Modi‟ character. The hybrid feature 

space uses normalized chain code together with feature vector encompassing a number of holes, endpoints, and zones 

associated with the character. The proposed framework for digital recognition of „Modi‟ character using empirically 

determined heuristics provides a naïve model for recognizing a class of Indic scripts especially based on the cursive style of 

writing. The average and best recognition performance for the proposed method was measured to be 91.20% and 99.10% 

respectively. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The ancient and medieval era of the Indian history had well-

evolved scripts and created good literary documents. These 

literary documents mainly handwritten should be preserved 

for future. „Modi‟ is one such medieval script that was used 

to write the Marathi language, which is the primary language 

spoken in the state of Maharashtra in western India. 

„Modi‟ Script was greatly used by political and 

administrative authorities as well as businessmen to keep 

their accounts and other important documents. „Modi‟ 

originated as "cursive" style of writing Marathi near about 

last 600 years and was mostly used since 17th century till the 

1950s when Devanagari replaced it as the written medium of 

the Marathi language. The cursive style of the „Modi‟ script 

often makes it difficult to read and thus could also be used as 

shorthand script for faster writing. 

There are two major classes of scripts in India-scripts with 

and without Sirorekha (a head bar). „Modi‟ script belongs to 

the former class. Importantly „Modi‟ is generally written 

without lifting the pen which produces cursive property in 

the character of the script. It neither accounts for vowel 

length nor does include conjunct consonants like Devanagari 

and some other Indic scripts. It was also used to encrypt the 

message since not all people were well versed in reading this 

script. 

Presently Marathi uses Devanagari script while most of the 

documents found in archives are written in „Modi‟. Since 

even as of today there are only a handful number of expert 

people who can transcribe documents written in „Modi‟, 

restoring these documents have become difficult. This gives 

the motivation to develop a system that would recognize 

documents written using „Modi‟ and preserve them for 

future. The documents written using „Modi‟ script shows a 

high degree of variations in writing style including discrete 

and legitimate to cursive, and fused character styles. There 

are little-known efforts done for digital recognition of hand 

documents written using „„Modi‟ script. The digital 

recognition of the script can help to preserve the knowledge 

repositories found in the historical documents. 

This paper claims results of digital recognition of „Modi‟ 

script characters for non-fused handwritten discrete 
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characters of „Modi‟ script. The input documents are treated 

as two-dimensional intensity map.  After fundamental 

preprocessing of these image documents, the character 

recognition follows matching features of the character in 

feature space that contain spatial and shape characteristics of 

the character. In this paper, we have developed and 

experimented technique to recognize characters of „Modi‟ 

script in hybrid feature space and present their recognition 

performance. The paper is based on empirically determined 

heuristics for matching in feature space that comprises of a 

spatial feature of the character including number of holes, 

number of endpoints, zone description and normalized chain 

code analysis on archived image documents of „Modi‟ script. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Many types of research in past decades have tried to address 

the issues of recognizing Indian scripts. Indian scripts have 

complex structural compositions which makes designing 

OCR relatively difficult. Initial works by R. M. K. Sinha and 

others in [1], [2] and [3] have addressed the issues with 

recognizing modern Devanagari script successfully mainly 

using knowledge sources and rule-based contextual post-

processing. Their work is limited to the typeset image 

documents and more modern way of writing. Character 

recognition for Devanagari script has been studied by V. 

Bansal in [4] that used a two-pass algorithm for the 

segmentation and decomposition specifically for composite 

characters/symbols into their constituent symbols. 

There are good attempts for recognition of other Indic 

scripts, but largely work on medieval Indic script such as 

„Modi‟ Script recognition is limited. Remarkably, there is a 

large collection of valuable medieval documents written 

using „Modi‟ script which itself has evolved over the time 

and thus shows great variations. These documents have great 

contribution in literature in central and western parts of India. 

„Modi‟ has been less explored for the purpose of automation 

of OCR. D. N. Besekar et al. have done some preliminary 

work in recognition of „Modi‟ script in their papers [5], [6]. 

The work in the paper [5] describes the structural similarities 

of standard characters and handwritten characters in „Modi‟ 

script while [6] outlines the theoretical analysis of „Modi‟ 

script and other issues in recognizing the script. More 

specific attempt form them include mathematical 

morphological approach [7] and chain code based 

recognition [8] on standard characters of „Modi‟ script. The 

accuracy may vary when simply using chain code based 

recognition approach as „Modi‟ follows free-form writing 

style and has many similar looking characters.  

This paper attempts to create a framework for generating 

OCR for simple medieval documents containing „Modi‟ 

scripts using feature space analysis together with chain code 

tests and highlight performance on individual „Modi‟ script 

characters. 

III. CHALLENGES OF OCR FOR ‘MODI’ SCRIPT 

„Modi‟ script has cursive characteristics due to its writing 

mechanism. Generally „Modi‟ is written without lifting the 

pen, thus forming complex pattern in many cases. The hand 

written documents showed large variations in character 

construction and often lead to more complex problem of 

touching and fused characters. 

 Few of the critical challenges in recognizing „Modi‟ 

scripts include: 

 Availability of only handwritten documents and 

absence of typeset template for target match. 

 Presence of high degree of self-occluding structures 

in the „Modi‟ characters. 

 Cursive writing style for all characters. 

 Variation in character pattern due to change in 

speed of writing 

 Occurrence of fused characters in the sentences of 

the input documents. 

Developing an OCR for „Modi‟ script invites solving 

mentioned problems. The characters of „Modi‟ script have 

evolved over a period of time and there are many variations 

to write the same character. Since there are no standard typed 

documents and standard character set/style available, 

recognition is a challenging task. Due to its continuous 

writing style, „Modi‟ often creates occluding structures and 

fused or overlapping words and sentences which makes 

recognition more difficult. The speed of writing also brings 

large variation in the document created in „Modi‟. Overall all 

these problems make the development of standard OCR for 

„Modi‟ more difficult. 

In this paper, we have proposed the methodology to 

recognize character set of „Modi‟ script independent of 

writing style by focusing on most prominent features of the 

character including shape. With exception of few highly 

similar characters, the recognizer performs quite well. 

Relevant details should be given including experimental 

design and the technique (s) used along with appropriate 

statistical methods used clearly along with the year of 

experimentation (field and laboratory). 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The inputs to the „Modi‟ OCR described in this paper are 

handwritten documents that contain „Modi‟ script characters. 

The input documents are subject to a number of preliminary 

processing steps, in order to make it suitable for stages of 
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character analysis and recognition. Pre-processing aims to 

generate improved forms of inputs that are easy for the OCR 

systems to process and produce better results. The 

preprocessing methods include binarization, noise removal, 

skeletonization, smoothing, and segmentation of 

characters.  Once preprocessing is complete, the segmented 

characters are ready for post-processing and recognition. 

The work presented in this paper focuses on a more generic 

approach by using empirically determined heuristic for 

determining the contribution of individual features of the 

character rather than the template-based approach [8] and 

their variants. A hybrid feature space is constructed using 

normalized chain code [9],[10],[11] shape descriptions 

together with the traditional feature vector. The benefit of 

using empirically determined heuristics on this hybrid feature 

space can be easily realized as it allows more flexible input 

including characters of varies sizes.  

The framework described in this paper accepts images of 

handwritten „Modi‟ script documents saved in most widely 

used formats including jpeg, tiff, BMP or PCX. The input 

image is binarized to detect foreground character pixels from 

the background. The framework is independent of input 

image formats as it works on binarised form rather than grey 

scale images. The binarized image is processed to have 

foreground as character pixels in white while the background 

in black. The binarized image is treated for removal of noise 

and all connected components that have fewer than p pixels. 

For practical reasons, p=10 is used except conjoint 

characters. Conjoint characters with a dot (.) are dealt 

separately. The image is now sent to segmentation module 

which segments line, word, and character using histogram 

analysis [13]. The segmented characters are then normalized 

and resized to 40x30 pixels for standard database storage and 

matching. 

The next step in preparing segmented character is to 

skeletonize each segmented image. Then each image 

segment consisting of characters are sent for identification 

and creation of feature vectors. The feature vector space in 

the proposed model is defined as 

 ⃗   ⃗⃗ (     )  | ⃗⃗       |      ( ) 

with      

   ⃗⃗ (     )                                ( ) 

where  ⃗  is the hybrid feature space vector with vector   ⃗⃗  

describing number of end points (  ), holes (  ) and zone 

(  )  descriptions for the character under evaluation.    
described the presence of the character divided in nine 

regions. | ⃗⃗       | is the normalized chain code vector for 

the skeletonized character. | ⃗⃗       |  overcomes small 

variations in the shape due to writing style. Next, the read 

character module computes the coherence of the input 

characters defined as feature space vector  ⃗  on a set of 

training hybrid feature space vector database for characters 

constructed using empirically determined heuristics.  

The heuristics for each feature in the feature vector is 

determined experimentally by applying the technique on 

more than 120 test cases from each character set and testing 

their correct recognition and classification on the known 

character set. The database was populated with nearly 3200 

samples. The database is self-organized into different 

character sets based on their proximities of similarity in 

feature descriptions and chain code shapes. The cumulative 

empirical probabilistic weights for each match for the 

segmented input character I can be found using the following 

term 

    ( )   ∑ ∑     
 
     ⃗     

  
             ( ) 

     denotes the empirically determined heuristic weights 

corresponding to each feature element in the hybrid feature 

vector space   The index i denotes the unique character class 

and j denotes the index of samples within each class i with   

     , 

       

            

   is the maximum number of records in a particular 

character class from the test database. The value of k ranges 

from 0 to 4 corresponding to feature vector elements number 

of holes, endpoints, zones and normalized chain code. 

| ⃗⃗      |. This new input sample is tested againt the database 

and maximum match to a character is determined as defined 

below 

     (    ( (  )    ( )))           ( ) 

 (  )   is cumulative character weight stored in the 

knowledge database for the ith known character. the   is the 

matched output character       has potential to highlight 

potential features in the classification and recognition 

process againsts known characters in the database. It is 

possible that due to  non-standardization in writing style 

there may be the large variation in the character.     is used 

to correlate in its hybrid feature space with the database 

character. For some special cases where     is critically less 

than a defined threshold   ( i.e.         ), the input suggests 

more than one probable characters. 

The experiment validates the improvement of recognition 

when normalized chain code analysis is used together with 
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the feature vector describing the shape for the matching 

purpose. The highest contribution is taken for chain codes of 

the characters in the recognition process. The zonal 

description has next highest significance followed by the 

number of endpoints and the number of holes. The number of 

holes and end points are crucial, experiments have shown 

that together with zonal and shape description using chain 

code, the result is improved for classification and recognition 

of the characters. 

V. ALGORITHM FOR EMPIRICALLY DETERMINED 

HEURISTICS WEIGHT METHOD 

The proposed model of character recognition for „Modi‟ 

script follows a simple heuristic approach. Each element of 

the feature vector is associated with an experimentally 

determined heuristics that determine the contribution of a 

specific feature in the overall character recognition process. 

These heuristics are used as a decision parameter to 

determine the percentage contributions of respective features 

from the feature vector. The feature vector for the script 

characters is stored in the format described in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Hybrid Feature Vector Format for „Modi‟ Characters 

The naïve pseudo code for recognition of the segmented 
characters based on heuristics feature vectors matching 
described below. 

Algorithm for creating hybrid feature vector space and 

matching ‘Modi’ script characters 

/* feature_vector is a vector containing description of 

script characters containing number of holes, number of 

end points, region vector and normalized chain code 

vector.*/ 

1. Input image document with handwritten ‘Modi’ script 

characters 

2. Load database directory 

3. Preprocess and segment script characters 

4. Repeat step 4 to 6 for each segmented n character  

5. [Create hybrid feature vector] 

5.1 Compute feature vector 

a. Compute number of holes 

b. Compute number of endpoints 

c. Compute zonal descriptions 

d. Compute feature vector 

    ⃗⃗ (     )              

5.2 Create normalized chain code 

5.3 Create hybrid Feature vector   

 ⃗   ⃗⃗ (     )  | ⃗⃗       | 

6. Repeat for each record m in the hybrid feature 

database 

6.1 if  FS(n,1) = Db(m,1) 

/*no_of_holes(feature_vactor)==no_of_holes(db_char)*/  

feature1_per=heuristics1; 

6.2 if  FS(n,2) = Db(m,2) 

/*no_of_endpoints(feature_vector)== 

no_of_endpoints(db_char) */ 

feature2_per=heuristics2; 

6.3 [Zonal matching in nine regions] 

initialize zone_count=0; 

for i=3:11 

if feature_vector(n,i)==db_char(m,i) 

     zone_count=zone_count+1; 

 /* counting character presence in nine zones*/ 

 

feature3_per=round(zone_count*heuristics3/9); 

7. [Normalized chain code Matching] 

Initialize ccode_count=0; 

6.4 for i =12:n 

 if feature_vector(n,i)== db_char(m,i) 

 ccode_count=ccode_count+1; 

         /* match shapes using chain codes in the 

Vector*/ 

feature4_per=round(ccode_count*heuristics4/150);  

8. [Compute match percentage] 

match_per=feature1_per+feature2_per+feature3_per 

+feature4_per; 

/* record the value of matching factor with database 

Character*/ 

9. /*update & match percentage and corresponding 

character using maximum value computed and note 

corresponding index*/ 

 

10. /*Find index and value of highest matched character 

and return character*/ 

 
 

 

The general framework for character recognition for Modi 

script using empirically determined heuristics model is 

shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Framework for „Modi‟ OCR Using Empirical Probabilistic 
Heuristics on Hybrid Feature Space 

The proposed model encompasses a high degree of flexibility 

in updating the knowledge database by allowing new 

character samples to be included in the test sets. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The experimental setup for implementing the model required 

scanned documents containing „Modi‟ script characters. The 

experiment is performed on nearly 3200 test sample 

characters from the scanned documents and results is noted. 

For each character, the sample test space created from nearly 

120 test characters for each character. The is then further 

normalized chain codes of the character helps to narrow 

down the search space which further combined with 

empirical weights of feature vectors to determine the 

cumulative probabilistic category and mapped to the most 

probable matching symbolic character of the „Modi‟ script. 

Few samples of input to the empirical spatial correlation 

model are shown in Figure 3. 

  

 
Figure 3. Input samples to „Modi‟ OCR 

The segmented input characters from the image 

document is passed to recognition module based on the 

empirical heuristic matching of feature vector containing 

chain code of the character.  

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The framework of „Modi‟ OCR was applied on thirty-three 

characters of „Modi‟ script on 60 handwritten documents 

with nearly 3200 characters. The recognition performance is 

highly influenced by chain code description of the character, 

thus giving higher heuristic value to chain code contribution. 

The contribution of shape analysis using empirically 

determined heuristic based chain codes can be verified from 

the normalized chain code graphs. Some sample normalized 

chain code graphs are given in Figure 4. 

 

(a)    (b)  

 

(c)       (d)  
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(e)       (f)  

 

(g)      (h)  

Figure 4. Normalized chain code graphs from the feature vector 

Table1: Performance of OCR on numbers and characters 
of ‘Modi’ script 

Input 

Recognition Rate for „Modi‟ Numerals 

Average 

Performance 

Best 

Performance 

Numbers 98.16 % 99.14% 

 

 

The results obtained show promising performance on 

discretely written „Modi‟ script documents.  The recognition 

rates individual numeric handwritten sample is presented in 

Table 2. The Table 2 presents the average recognition 

sampled over 33 documents containing nearly 130 variants 

of individual symbols of the „Modi‟ scripts. 

Table 2. Recognition rate on „Modi‟ characters 

Sample 

charact
ers 

Performance Statistics 

Correct 
match  
(in %) 

Sample 
characters 

Correct 
match  
(in %) 

 
91.03 

 
87.24 

 
88.33 

 
95.00 

 
99.01 

 
99.10 

 
87.80 

 
88.96 

 
87.07 

 
91.44 

 
84.01 

 
84.89 

 
92.66 

 
98.26 

 
88.46 

 
89.17 

 
79.47 

 
96.64 

 
83.33 

 
96.47 

 
97.47 

 
81.99 

 
75.56 

 
95.55 

 
83.22 

 
80.09 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

We have described a simple and effective approach for 

recognizing medieval characters of „Modi‟ script using 

experimentally determined the heuristic approach for feature 

matching and highlighted significant performance 

improvement over recognition rate using simple chain code 

analysis. The handwritten characters were extracted from the 

input image, normalized and feature vectors were compared 

with the database. Average recognition rate was with 

proposed method was 91.20% even for highly cursive style of 

writing. Experimental results suggest that the proposed 

empirical model is suitable for legibly written discrete „Modi‟ 

script character. The study also generates scope for a model 

that is independent of the size of handwritten characters 

including those with loops and occluding structures.  The 

results also suggest that the framework is independent of the 

style of writing and it can be easily applied to cursive and 

non-cursive variants of „Modi‟ script. In the future work, we 

will try to improve the performance and reduce the search 

space of the OCR further to speed up the process and obtain 

more accuracy by employing analysis of feature space vector 

of the characters and applying other soft computing 

techniques. In addition, the empirical heuristics can be 

improved by applying context-based knowledge. 
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